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ABSTRACT Phototropins control phototropism, chloroplast movement, stomatal opening, and leaf expansion in plants. Phototropin 1 (phot1) is composed of a kinase domain linked to two blue light-sensing domains, LOV2 and LOV1, which bind flavin mononucleotide. Disruption of the interaction between the LOV2 domain and a helical segment named Jα, joining LOV to the kinase domain, induces the subsequent kinase activity of phototropin 1 and further-downstream signal transduction. Here we study the effects of temperature and hydration on the light-triggered signal propagation in the phot1 LOV2 domain of Avena sativa (AsLOV2/Jα), using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy to unravel part of the molecular mechanism of phototropin 1. We report that AsLOV2/Jα shows an intense signal in the amide I and II regions, arising mainly from β-sheet changes and the unbinding of the Jα helix from the Per-ARNT-Sim core and its subsequent partial unfolding. Importantly, these structural changes only occur under conditions of full hydration and at temperatures above 280 K. We characterized a newly isolated low-hydration intermediate that shows a downshift of high-frequency amide I signals and that possibly corresponds to loop tightening, without large β-sheet or Jα structural changes. In addition, we report a heterogeneity in AsLOV2/Jα involving two different C(4)=O conformer populations, coexisting in the dark state and characterized by C(4)=O carbonyl frequencies at 1712 cm⁻¹ and 1694 cm⁻¹ that are attributable to a single H-bond and two H-bonds at this site, respectively. Such conformers display slightly shifted absorption spectra and cause a splitting of the 475-nm band in the ultraviolet/visible spectra of LOV domains at low temperature.

INTRODUCTION

Phototropism, chloroplast movement, stomatal opening, and leaf expansion in plants are regulated by complex molecular mechanisms that involve two phototropins, phot1 and phot2 (1). Phot1 contains two light-sensing domains, LOV1 and LOV2, of which LOV2 is the principal domain (2). A description of the photoreceptor dynamics of the LOV2 domain is required to understand such regulatory mechanisms. The LOV2 domains belong to the superfamily of Per-ARNT-Sim (PAS) domains, found in all kingdoms of life. They constitute the signal-input domain of numerous systems, and are coupled to a wide variety of output domains (3). Because LOV domains have an ancient origin and consequently widespread occurrence, they play an important role in the detection of, and response to, blue light (4). It is thus of interest to unravel the pathway of signal propagation through the Avena sativa phot1 LOV2 domain (AsLOV2) that ultimately leads to activation of the phot1 kinase domain.

Flavin mononucleotide (FMN) is noncovalently bound to the protein via a number of hydrogen bonds and nonpolar and polar interactions (5–7). Blue-light absorption promotes noncovalently bound FMN to its singlet excited state, which in turn evolves to the triplet state at high efficiency (8–11). From the FMN triplet state, a covalent adduct between a conserved nearby cysteine residue and the C4a atom of the FMN moiety is formed (6,12–15). This state is referred to as S390 (5,6,8,12–15), and may correspond to the signaling state of the LOV domain that promotes kinase activation (1). The covalent adduct thermally decays, presumably through base catalysis (8,11,16), to regenerate the dark state at a rate that may vary by several orders of magnitude between LOV domains from different species (17,18).

The sequence alignment of LOV1 and LOV2 domains from all phototropins identified to date reveals a conserved segment associated only with LOV2 that is composed of 40 amino acids at the C-terminus. It is located outside the LOV2 domain, and forms part of the linker region between LOV2 and the kinase domain. Using NMR spectroscopy on AsLOV2, Harper et al. showed that this conserved segment forms a helical secondary structure, and hence is termed Jα (19). This helix is amphipathic, and binds to the solvent-exposed β-sheet surface of LOV2, burying hydrophobic residues on both surfaces. Upon illumination of the LOV2 domain, the LOV2/Jα interaction is eliminated; Jα loses its secondary structure, and partially unfolds (19). Because the Jα helix is part of the linker region joining LOV to the kinase domain, disruption of its interaction with the PAS core induces subsequent kinase activity of phototropin 1 and further-downstream signal transduction (20). Further evidence for significant changes in the protein secondary/tertiary structure was reported in a variety of studies (21–24).

For a number of LOV domains, x-ray structures are available (5–7,13,25,26). Strikingly, the light-induced changes in protein conformation are significantly restricted in LOV
crystals (7,13,25,26). The crystal structure of the AsLOV2 domain with an intact Jα helix (AsLOV2/Jα) (7) shows only modest structural changes of a conserved N-terminal turn-helix-turn motif, and of a C-terminal region that contains the amphipathic Jα helix and the β-sheet protein surface on which the latter helix is packed. Both the N-terminal and C-terminal segments are involved in intermolecular contacts within the crystal lattice that are likely responsible for the smaller amplitude of light-induced structural changes, compared with LOV2 in solution. Similar phenomena of reduced protein dynamics in crystals were observed in the photoactive yellow protein (PYP) photoreceptor (27). The restriction of protein structural dynamics may also be induced by lowering the temperature and degree of hydration in a sample. In this way, controlling protein dynamics by temperature or by degree of hydration allows for the trapping of structurally intermediate states (28–32).

The ultraviolet-visible (UV-V) absorption spectrum of the adduct state in LOV domains is essentially independent of temperature, and exhibits a single band around 390 nm (hence its name, S390). In contrast, the infrared (IR) spectrum of the Adiantum phy3 LOV2 (phy3LOV2) domain is highly temperature-dependent, and involves a transition from a state denoted S390-I (below 250 K) to a state denoted S390-II at room temperature (32). These S390-I and S390-II states, as proposed by Kandori et al. (32), are characterized by small and larger changes in α-helix and β-sheet structures, respectively, and represent local (S390-I) and more global (S390-II) structural changes of the LOV2 protein upon covalent adduct formation. Phy3LOV2 at low hydration forms a S390-I like state (29). However, no indication was found for a significant loss of α-helical structure in all Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) experiments on phy3LOV2 (32–34) reported so far, implying that no unfolding of the Jα helix occurred in these systems. This apparent disparity between NMR and FTIR results suggests that the structural dynamics of AsLOV2 and phy3LOV2 are different, or that protein dynamics were restricted in FTIR experiments on phy3LOV2.

Here, we study light-induced signal propagation in AsLOV2/Jα as a function of temperature, by means of FTIR spectroscopy under conditions of optimal hydration. We report that the FTIR light-minus-dark spectrum of AsLOV2 at physiological temperatures shows an anomalously strong differential signal in the amide I α-helical frequency region, indicating full unbinding of the Jα helix from the PAS core and its partial unfolding. These large-scale protein structural changes only occur above 280 K. We denote this state as S390-III. By preparing a partly dehydrated sample by means of centrifugation and gentle partial evaporation, the amide I α-helical feature disappears, and a structural intermediate, denoted S390-Iβ, becomes evident. We also observed that two FMN C(4)=O conformers coexist in the dark state that are singly and doubly H-bonded to nearby amino acids. These conformers display slightly shifted absorption spectra, and cause a splitting of the 475-nm band in the UV/V spectra of LOV domains at low temperatures (35–38).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

LOV2 expression and purification

The LOV2 domain of Avena sativa (oat) phototropin 1 (AsLOV2) was expressed and purified as previously described (19). It was expressed from a construct spanning residues 404–560 (construct generously provided by L. Neil and K. Gardner of the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX). The collected fractions containing AsLOV2 from the His-Trap HP column (GE Healthcare, Netherlands) contained ~150 mM imidazole, and were further dialyzed against a buffer containing 20 mM Tris/HC1 (pH 8) plus 10 mM NaCl (10 mL of AsLOV2 solution against 5 L buffer), and further purified using a 6-L Resource Q ion-exchange column (GE Healthcare), with an NaCl gradient to ensure complete removal of imidazole. The sample was stored in 20 mM Tris/HC1 (pH 8) and 50 mM NaCl.

For control experiments, the His-tag and B1 domains of G protein fused to the AsLOV2 domain were cleaved using TEV protease (Invitrogen, Netherlands), as described previously (20). The FTIR experiments on cleaved and uncleaved constructs produced identical results.

Differential FTIR spectroscopy

Infrared difference spectra were recorded using an FTIR spectrometer (model IFS 66s, Bruker, Germany), equipped with a nitrogen-cooled photovoltaic mercurycadmium telluride detector (20 MHz, KV 100, Kolmar Technologies, Newburyport, MA). A blue LED emitting at 470 nm (5-mW output) was used for photoconversion at saturating intensity. Low-temperature spectra were measured using a cryostat (Optistat DN, Oxford, Abingdon, UK) with a temperature controller (ITC4, Oxford) and liquid nitrogen as coolant. The FTIR sample was cooled to the set temperature, and after full equilibration (~15 min), background (inverse of Fourier transform (FT⁻¹) of I₀) and sample (FT⁻¹ of I) interferograms were recorded before and after switching on the blue light. Background and sample interferograms were the average of 500 and 2000 interferograms, recorded at 4-cm⁻¹ resolution, respectively. After a Fourier transform, the obtained absorption spectrum represented the light-minus-dark FTIR difference spectrum. The sample was brought to room temperature between measurements at different temperatures. Two recordings were averaged for each temperature. The FTIR sample was made with a drop of 2 μL of OD₄₅₀ nm of ~100 (8 mM AsLOV2 in 20 mM Tris/HC1, pH 8, and 50 mM NaCl), spread between two tightly fixed CaF 2 windows without any spacer and greased for tightness. A partly dehydrated sample (PDS) was prepared by slowly evaporating a 6-μL drop of OD₄₅₀ nm of ~100 to a volume of ~2 μL. The steady-state FTIR light-dark difference spectra of a fully hydrated sample and the PDS are given in Fig. S1 of the Supporting Material. Photoconversion is dependent on temperature, and amounts to ~40%, 70%, and 80% at 77 K, 150 K, and 300 K, respectively (32,35).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Light- induced changes of secondary and tertiary structures in AsLOV2

We performed temperature-dependent FTIR spectroscopy on AsLOV2 in the amide I-carbonyl, amide II, and fingerprint regions to probe the FMN and protein conformational changes upon illumination (Fig. 1). All vibrational bands of FMN and the protein in the similar phy3LOV2 domain were assigned previously, using isotopic labeling (34). In addition, it was shown that in phy3LOV2, the FMN bands are essentially temperature-independent in the amide I region (32).
Fig. 2 shows the light-minus-dark FTIR spectra from 140 K to 300 K in the carbonyl region between 1750 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1600 cm\(^{-1}\). At different temperatures, photoconversion varied from 40% to 80%. To compare the extent of protein structural changes, spectra were normalized on the 1730(+\(\pm\)) cm\(^{-1}\) band, of which the amplitude is proportional to the number of adduct states (32). Between 140 K and 250 K, a pronounced temperature dependence (factor of 2 in amplitude) is evident for bands at 1676(\(-\))/1702(\(+\)) cm\(^{-1}\), along with a weak dependence for 1647(\(-\))/1640(\(+\)) cm\(^{-1}\), 1659(\(+\)) cm\(^{-1}\), and 1634(\(-\))/1628(\(+\)) cm\(^{-1}\). Similar bands were evident in phy3LOV2 according to Kandori et al. (32), and were assigned to the amide I modes of turns, the \(\alpha\)-helix, and the \(\beta\)-sheet (32,34), on the basis of often-assumed distinct frequency ranges of 1670–1700 cm\(^{-1}\), 1640–1670 cm\(^{-1}\), and 1615–1650 cm\(^{-1}\) for loops, \(\alpha\)-helix, and \(\beta\)-sheet amide I absorption, respectively (39).

In general, the dispersion in amide I absorption for different secondary structure elements follows from differences in transition dipole-coupling between the backbone C\(=\)O oscillators, through-bond coupling, hydrogen bonding, and \(\pi\)-\(\pi\) interactions (40–42). However, for globular proteins such as the LOV2 domain, caution must be taken in assigning amide I frequencies, because some of its LOV2 domain secondary structure elements are rather short and irregular, and “termination” effects can become important (42). This is particularly true for the high-frequency side of the amide I envelope, traditionally assigned to loops. Thus, we regard the assignment of amide I bands near 1700–1670 cm\(^{-1}\) by Kandori et al. (32) to loop structural elements in LOV2 as tentative, because they may also correspond to other segments of the PAS fold. For the LOV2 \(\beta\)-sheet and \(\alpha\)-helices, amide I bands at low and medium frequencies can be assigned more confidently.

The 1676(\(-\)) cm\(^{-1}\) band contains contributions from the FMN C(2)=O and PAS-fold amide I at all temperatures. In the light state, this high-frequency amide I band upshifts from 1676(\(-\)) cm\(^{-1}\) to 1702(\(+\)) cm\(^{-1}\) at temperatures below 250 K, and downshifts to \(\sim\)1660 cm\(^{-1}\) at temperatures between 280 K and 300 K. The FMN C(2)=O upshifts to 1686(\(+\)) cm\(^{-1}\) and is essentially temperature-independent. The band at 1694(\(-\)) cm\(^{-1}\), previously observed in phy3LOV2 but not assigned (34), is temperature-independent and is assigned to FMN C(4)=O in the dark state, as discussed below. The 1712(\(-\))/1731(\(+\)) cm\(^{-1}\) bandshift is clearly temperature-dependent (Figs. 1 and 2), and is assigned to C(4)=O of FMN (32,34). Overall, the FTIR spectra between 140 K and 250 K are very similar to those reported by Kandori et al. for phy3LOV2 (32).

Between 250 K and 280 K, covalent adduct formation is accompanied by very pronounced protein structural changes. The 280 K spectrum shows a large bleach at 1647 cm\(^{-1}\), a frequency which corresponds to \(\alpha\)-helix amide I vibrations (32,39). Such a large signal in this frequency region was not observed previously in other LOV domains with FTIR spectroscopy (2,29,32,43–46). The LOV2 core contains several (mostly short) \(\alpha\)-helical segments, in addition to the \(\alpha\)a helix that packs on the \(\beta\)-sheet. The NMR experiments of Harper et al. on exactly the same type of sample, under similar (full) hydration conditions, demonstrated that these core \(\alpha\)-helical segments remain largely unaffected upon photo-activation, whereas the \(\alpha\)a helix demonstrates a large movement by dissociating from the LOV2 core and partial unfolding (19). Thus, the large negative signal at 1647 cm\(^{-1}\) is predominantly related to the \(\alpha\)a helix. The 1647 cm\(^{-1}\) band may also contain a minor contribution from the N-terminus, composed of a helix-turn-helix motif, which undergoes light-induced changes in the AsLOV2 x-ray structure (7). Because the \(\alpha\)a helix is thought to undergo partial unfolding in the signaling state (19), its induced absorption is expected to be broad, and corresponding at higher frequency to an amide I random structure near 1650 cm\(^{-1}\) (47). This signal was not obvious in our spectra. However, we observed that the differential features in the 280 K and 300 K spectra near 1660 cm\(^{-1}\) were superimposed on a broad, positive absorption signal compared with those at lower temperatures, which may correspond to the unfolded \(\alpha\)a helix.

The negative shoulder at 1640–1630(\(-\)) cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to \(\beta\)-sheet modes, and is accompanied by a broad positive band extending toward the lower frequency with two apparent, weakly resolved maxima at 1622(\(+\)) cm\(^{-1}\) and 1611(\(+\)) cm\(^{-1}\). Such a downshift of a \(\beta\)-sheet amide I band suggests \(\beta\)-sheet motion in AsLOV2, and possibly a tightening as proposed for Phy3LOV2 (29,32). This broad positive band extends toward the low frequency until it joins the amide II mode at 1537(\(+\)) cm\(^{-1}\) (see below), which indicates (together with the amplitude of the \(\alpha\)a signal) a global change within the PAS fold above 280 K. Such a drastic structural change was not observed in previously measured LOV domains, including that of phy3LOV2 at room temperature (34). It very likely corresponds to \(\alpha\)a-unbinding from the PAS core as the last step after \(\beta\)-sheet motion. In analogy with the nomenclature introduced by Kandori et al. (32), we
denote this final, physiologically relevant “signaling state” of LOV2/Jα as S390-III.

To assess the effect of dehydration, a PDS was prepared by partial evaporation, as described in Materials and Methods. Dehydration has the same effect as temperatures above 200 K, as observed for phy3LOV2 (29). The obtained light-minus-dark spectrum of AsLOV2 at 300 K is shown in Fig. 2b (thin black line), along with the temperature-dependent FTIR spectra of the fully hydrated sample between 140 K and 250 K. We observed that, compared with the 280 K and 300 K spectra of the hydrated sample, the large bleach at 1647 cm⁻¹ is absent, indicating that even under
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mildly reduced hydration conditions, the Jα helix does not unfold upon illumination.

Compared with the 250 K spectrum of the hydrated sample (Fig. 2 b, open circles), the PDS spectrum at 300 K is characterized by the disappearance of the amide I band at 1702(±) cm$^{-1}$, the appearance of a strong, positive band at 1658 cm$^{-1}$, and increased negative band amplitudes in the α-helix and β-sheet regions at 1641 cm$^{-1}$ and ~1634 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. The light-state C(4)=O frequency is at 1728 cm$^{-1}$, between those of the hydrated sample for the 250 K and 280 K spectra at 1725 cm$^{-1}$ and 1730 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. The position of this band is related to the extent of β-sheet changes, because C(4)=O is connected via H-bond to Asn-492, which belongs to the D-strand, as proposed by Iwata et al. (29). This is consistent with the amplitude of the negative band in the β-sheet region in the PDS spectrum, which is between those observed at 250 K and 280 K. The protein in the PDS transforms into an intermediate between the one observed at 250 K and 280 K, in which full Jα helix motion is not yet achieved, even if the β-sheet changes are stronger and the amide I band at 1676(±) cm$^{-1}$ downshifts to 1658(±) cm$^{-1}$. This is in sharp contrast with an upshift of the 1676(±) cm$^{-1}$ amide I band to 1702(±) cm$^{-1}$ at low temperature (Fig. 2 b, open and solid circles and gray line) and at very low hydration (14). Because the C(4)=O light-state frequency, the α-helix and β-sheet changes, and the amide I band at 1676(−)/1658(+) cm$^{-1}$ of the PDS are between those of the 250 K and 280 K spectra, we assign the light state of the PDS to an S390 intermediate state between S390-I and S390-II (nomenclature of Kandori et al. (32)). Therefore, we denote this intermediate S390-I$_2$. This S390-I$_2$ is very similar to the S390-II of phy3-LOV2, but shows a much weaker β-sheet band at 1629(+) cm$^{-1}$.

The AsLOV2 light-minus-dark FTIR spectrum of Swartz et al. (14) at room temperature is similar to our 250 K spectrum with a very similar C(4)=O frequency at 1725 cm$^{-1}$, indicating that this state has a comparable C(4)=O FMN configuration in the light state. As discussed above, the PDS spectrum appears to represent a next step in the AsLOV2 photocycle between S390-I and S390-II. This finding suggests that our PDS contains more water than the sample used by Swartz et al. (14), and is consistent with the circumstance that our PDS sample was not a rehydrated film; nor did we lyophilize the LOV2 domain before the spectroscopy experiments.

Fig. 3 shows the temperature-dependent FTIR spectra on fully hydrated AsLOV2 in the region 1600 cm$^{-1}$ and 1200 cm$^{-1}$. Most bands observed in this frequency region belong to FMN and result from covalent adduct formation with the conserved cysteine. They will be discussed later. Between 140 K and 250 K, only small differences are evident. Upon increasing the temperature from 250 K to 280–300 K, a large spectral change is evident in the amide II region, around 1570 cm$^{-1}$ and 1530 cm$^{-1}$. Considering that the FMN bands are temperature-independent in this frequency region and that the amide II band in the dark state of phy3-LOV2 was observed around 1550 cm$^{-1}$ (34), we assign the 1551(−)/1573(+) cm$^{-1}$ bandshift to an amide II change in AsLOV2. The negative band at 1551 cm$^{-1}$ also contains a significant contribution of the FMN C(10a)=N(5) stretch. The amplitude of the positive band at 1573 cm$^{-1}$ is so intense at 280–300 K that the 1583 cm$^{-1}$ band (which belongs to FMN C(4a)=N(5)) is only visible as a dip in the positive shoulder of the 1573 cm$^{-1}$ band. These drastic changes in the amide II region at room temperature were not evident in other LOV domains (14,32,45,46), and likely correspond to unbinding and partial unfolding of the Jα helix.

AsLOV2 shows intense signals arising from the Jα helix and the β-sheet amide I and amide II vibrational modes at room temperature. The amplitude of vibrational mode changes is significantly larger than those observed previously for other LOV domains (14,29,32,34,44,45). Such changes are also accompanied by amide I frequency and intensity changes near 1676 cm$^{-1}$. The low-hydration intermediate clearly shows a downshift of the 1676 cm$^{-1}$ amide I band to 1658 cm$^{-1}$ (which was assigned to loop-tightening (29,32)) without complete Jα unfolding. The temperature-dependent and hydration-dependent switch of helical motion highlights the importance of water-molecule rearrangements in the propagation of protein structural changes: when the water melts, full-signal propagation is evident in AsLOV2. This finding is consistent with the notion that in photoreceptor proteins, intraprotein water molecules are as essential for biological functions as amino acids (48). This may have some implications for low-temperature/hydration stress in plants, because our results strongly suggest that the actuation of kinase activity of phototropins is suppressed below 273 K or under low-hydration conditions, implying the necessity of cryoprotectant in plant cells for plants living in cold-winter regions.

To summarize our assignment of low-temperature and low-hydration FTIR spectroscopy on AsLOV2 amide I and
S390-I: Adduct formation between FMN and Cys-966 results in an upshift of the amide I band at 1676 cm\(^{-1}\), observed at 77 K and 150 K in this study and elsewhere (29).

2. Formation of S390-I is accompanied by weak \(\alpha\)-helix and \(\beta\)-sheet motion, as probed by the C(4)–O frequency, which upshifts to ~1725 cm\(^{-1}\), as observed at 250 K in this study and elsewhere (29). The light-state crystal structures of phy3 and AsLOV2 domains likely correspond to one of these later intermediates (7,13).

3. Further structural perturbation of the \(\beta\)-sheet involves Phe-1010 and Gln-1029 in phy3LOV2 (43,49).

4. S390-I\(_2\): Downshift of amide I band at 1676 cm\(^{-1}\), possibly corresponding to strengthening of the loop region (29,32), triggers further \(\alpha\)-helix and weak \(\beta\)-sheet motion, as observed in this study for the PDS at room temperature.

5. S390-II: Full \(\beta\)-sheet motion was observed and defined as S390-II previously (29).

6. S390-III: Strong \(\alpha\)-helix and \(\beta\)-sheet motion. The signal propagates outside the PAS core via release of the Jo-helix from the \(\beta\)-sheet of the LOV core, as observed above 280 K in this study. These events involve motion of the binding hot spots I539, A536, and I532, as determined by NMR for AsLOV2/J\(\alpha\) (20).

Multiple FMN C(4)–O conformers exist in the dark state of AsLOV2

The AsLOV2/J\(\alpha\) FTIR spectra in the carbonyl region exhibit a number of bands that belong to both the FMN and amide I modes. We assign three C=O stretch frequencies at 1712, 1694, and 1676 cm\(^{-1}\) to FMN (Fig. 2 a). The 1712 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1676 cm\(^{-1}\) bands are readily assigned to C(4)=O and C(2)=O of FMN, respectively (34). The 1694(–) cm\(^{-1}\) band was observed in all measured LOV domains to date, i.e., *Chlamydomonas* phototropin LOV1, *Chlamydomonas* phototropin LOV2, YtvA-LOV, AsLOV2, phy3LOV2, and phy3LOV1, but was not assigned (14,44–46). Interestingly, our time-resolved IR femtosecond pump probe spectra show these three negative bands during the singlet-excited state of FMN (Alexandre et al. in the accompanying article). On this basis, we unambiguously assign the 1694 cm\(^{-1}\) band to the FMN carbonyl mode. Moreover, the same three negative bands were evident in the semiquinone-minus-oxidized FMN FTIR spectra of AsLOV2 and AsLOV2C39A, where amide I or other protein modes do not make a contribution (50). There are two possible assignments for the 1694 cm\(^{-1}\) band, i.e., FMN C(2)=O or C(4)=O. Assignment to FMN C(2)=O would correspond to a C(2)=O conformer free of H-bonding, considering that the other C(2)=O conformer at 1676(–) cm\(^{-1}\) is doubly H-bonded. A 1694(–) cm\(^{-1}\) conformer implies that the two H-bonding partners, Gln-513 and Asn-492, should not interact with C(2)=O, which is not consistent with the crystallographic (7) and recent NMR (51) data indicating strong H-bonding at C(2)=O in the dark state. Thus, assignment of the 1694(–) cm\(^{-1}\) band to FMN C(2)=O is unlikely.

Assignment of the 1694(–) cm\(^{-1}\) band to FMN C(4)=O would correspond to a C(4)=O conformer that is doubly H-bonded in the dark, considering that the other C(4)=O conformer at 1712(–) cm\(^{-1}\) is singly H-bonded in the dark, as shown in Fig. 5. A doubly H-bonded C(4)=O conformation is consistent with the crystallographic structure, which shows two potential H-bonding partners: Gln-513 and Asn-492 (7). Upon mutation of the Gln-513 (AsLOV2 numbering) in phy3LOV2, the C(4)=O upshifts from 1710(–) cm\(^{-1}\) to 1723(–) cm\(^{-1}\) (43), indicating the existence of an H-bond between Gln-513 and C(4)=O in the dark state. There is no evidence of a contribution from Asn-492 related to the 1710(–) cm\(^{-1}\) band in the dark. We conclude that the 1710–1712(–) cm\(^{-1}\) band corresponds to a FMN C(4)=O conformer, singly hydrogen-bonded to Gln-513. This band upshifts to 1725–1730(+)(–) cm\(^{-1}\) in the light, corresponding to a breaking or weakening of the hydrogen bond (52).

Positive signals that potentially correspond to a light-induced frequency shift of the 1694 cm\(^{-1}\) band were found at 1687 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1730 cm\(^{-1}\) (at 300 K). The positive band at 1702 cm\(^{-1}\) was excluded because of its strong temperature dependence, which is characteristic of amide I modes. If the 1694 cm\(^{-1}\) band represents a doubly H-bonded C(4)=O
frequency in the dark state, then a downshift to 1687 cm⁻¹
upon light-state formation implies H-bond strengthening or
a new H-bond partner. The latter possibility is inconsistent
with the available crystal structures (6,7,13,25). An upshift
to 1730 cm⁻¹ seems reasonable and consistent with the
light-state crystal structure in which the light state
C(4)=O is free of H-bonding or only weakly H-bonded by
Asn-492.

The observation of a majority of doubly H-bonded
C(4)=O in the crystal structure is consistent with our obser-
vation that the 1694 cm⁻¹ band is about 3–4 times more
intense than the 1712 cm⁻¹ band, indicating a majority of
doubly H-bonded C(4)=O conformers in AsLOV2. Such
an equilibrium at room temperature is consistent with molec-
ular-dynamics simulations (53), which predict an H-bond
between Asn-492 and C(4)=O, with an occupancy of 0.8
and 0.4 for Chlamydomonas phototropin LOV1 and Phy3-
LOV2, respectively. The presence of C(4)=O conformers
in LOV domains may have mechanistic implications,
because it confers conformational flexibility to the imme-
diate vicinity of FMN C(4)=O.

It is interesting to compare the presence of multiple
C(4)=O conformers in LOV2 with the IR signatures observed
in sensors of blue light using flavin adenine dinucleotide
(FAD) (BLUF) domains. In BLUF domains, the light-
minus-dark FTIR spectra are dominated by a light-induced
downshift of the FAD C(4)=O from 1713(−) cm⁻¹ to
1693(+) cm⁻¹ (54,55). Concomitantly, the absorption spec-
trum of oxidized FAD in the BLUF domain red-shifts by
~10 nm (56,57), which was explained by increased hydro-
genesis-bond strength to FAD C(4)=O (58,59). The
C(4)=O frequencies in the BLUF dark and light state match
the C(4)=O frequencies of the two dark-state conformers in
LOV2, i.e., 1712(−) and 1694(−) cm⁻¹. This observation
suggests that an equilibrium of “BLUF-like dark state” and
“BLUF-like light state” exists in the dark state of AsLOV2.
If this hypothesis is correct, then as in BLUF domains,
the two C(4)=O conformers in LOV2 should show a spectral
shift of ~10 nm relative to each other. Strikingly, the low-
temperature absorption spectra of several LOV2 domains at
77 K show a splitting of the lowest FMN absorption band
(near 474 nm at room temperature) into two bands at ~470
and 480 nm (35,37,38). Fig. 6 shows the second derivative
of the AsLOV2 absorption spectrum of AsLOV2 at room
temperature and at 77 K. At room temperature, the main nega-
tive band at 480 nm contains a shoulder at ~470 nm, indicating
that at least two spectral forms constitute the absorption band.
The envelope observed at room temperature, containing the
two peaks at 470 nm and 480 nm, splits into two separate
peaks at 470 nm and 483 nm at 77 K. We propose that the
470-nm and 480-nm double band, present at room tempera-
ture, is attributable to two C(4)=O conformer populations
of the LOV2 domain that have shifted their absorption spectra
because of a single and double H-bond to FMN C(4)=O. The
doubly H-bonded C(4)=O should be the red-shifted
conformer, and was shown to be present at up to 70% in our
FTIR data, consistent with the higher amplitude of the
“red” 480-nm band compared with the “blue” 470-nm band.

**Temperature dependence of FMN C(4)=O
frequency in the AsLOV2 light state**

Fig. 7 shows the frequency of the FMN C(4)=O vibrational
mode in the light state as a function of temperature. Upon
Low-Temperature FTIR Study of AsLOV2

Here, we discuss the C(4) was reported by Kandori et al. for the phy3LOV2 domain frequency shift in AsLOV2 in relation to recently elucidated dark state, we assign the 1712(þ) but not at room temperature. Thus, the 1724(þ) formation of a hydrogen bond to Asn-492 at low temperature increasing temperature. This shift can be explained by the raising the temperature from 140 K to 300 K, AsLOV2 shows a relatively weak temperature dependence. Most of the bands shift ~2 cm⁻¹. Above 250 K, however, the FMN C(10a)=N1 stretch bands at 1550(−) cm⁻¹ and 1508(−) cm⁻¹ show a clear amplitude change and a small bandshift, respectively. These latter bands upshift to 1533(−) cm⁻¹ at room temperature in the light state. Below 250 K, the C(10a)=N1 stretch light-state modes show a weaker temperature dependence, with an isobestic point at 1520 cm⁻¹ and a zero-crossing evolving from 1517 cm⁻¹ to 1512 cm⁻¹ at 140 K and 300 K, respectively. Changes at 1539/1520(−) cm⁻¹ were assigned to the FMN C(10a)=N1-C(2)=O stretch system, which is expected to be sensitive to variations in H-bonds at the carbonyls and to the C(4a) sp3 conformation. This suggests slightly different adduct states at different temperatures, because of the altered structure of the FMN binding site. Surprisingly, the positive-band doublet of phy3LOV2 at room temperature is similar to that of AsLOV2 (1539/1520(−) cm⁻¹) below 250 K (32), suggesting a different adduct conformation in AsLOV2 at 280 K. This finding is consistent with NMR data that show different C(4a) characteristics for AsLOV2 and phy3LOV2 at room temperature (51). In addition, this doublet shows some variability among different LOV domains, and its ratio is even reversed in YtvA, where the 1520(−) cm⁻¹ band is higher in amplitude than the band around 1540(−) cm⁻¹. The exact reason for such differences remains unclear. Temperature-dependent changes in C=N stretch modes are accompanied by the disappearance of negative bands at 1469 cm⁻¹, 1508 cm⁻¹, and 1438 cm⁻¹ and 1353(−)/1301(−) cm⁻¹, assigned mainly to δ (C7-C8)/μ(C7/8-Me) (ring I) and δ (C7-Me) and δ(C7-C8-Me) (rings I and II) and r(N1(C10a=)/μ(C5a-C9aβ)) at room temperature. This suggests that at low temperatures and low hydration obtained at 140 K can be fitted with a single Gaussian, centered at 1725 cm⁻¹, whereas at 180 K, 230 K, 280 K, and 300 K, two Gaussians are required to fit the bands at 1726 cm⁻¹, 1727 cm⁻¹, 1730 cm⁻¹, and 1731 cm⁻¹, respectively (data not shown). Both Gaussians upshift with temperature in parallel, and are centered at ~1725–1730 cm⁻¹ and 1730–1735 cm⁻¹, respectively. The C(4)=O bands at 1730 cm⁻¹ and 1735 cm⁻¹ can be attributed to two populations, weakly H-bonded to Asn-492 and/or Gln-513, and non-H-bonded, respectively. Possibly, the 1735 cm⁻¹ band represents a flipped Gln-513 in the AsLOV2 structure.

Temperature dependence of FMN modes in the 1600–1200 cm⁻¹ region

Fig. 3 shows the low-temperature light-minus-dark FTIR spectra of AsLOV2/Jα from 140 K to 300 K in the 1600–1200 cm⁻¹ region. Our spectra exhibit the specific IR bandshift pattern for adduct formation at all temperatures, as reported for other LOV domains (14,32,45,46), and will not be discussed in detail.

In the spectral window from 1200 cm⁻¹ to 1600 cm⁻¹, between 140 K and 250 K, AsLOV2 shows a relatively weak temperature dependence. Most of the bands shift ~2 cm⁻¹. Above 250 K, however, the FMN C(10a)=N1 stretch bands at 1550(−) cm⁻¹ and 1508(−) cm⁻¹ show a clear amplitude change and a small bandshift, respectively. These latter bands upshift to 1533(−) cm⁻¹ at room temperature in the light state. Below 250 K, the C(10a)=N1 stretch light-state modes show a weaker temperature dependence, with an isobestic point at 1520 cm⁻¹ and a zero-crossing evolving from 1517 cm⁻¹ to 1512 cm⁻¹ at 140 K and 300 K, respectively. Changes at 1539/1520(−) cm⁻¹ were assigned to the FMN C(10a)=N1-C(2)=O stretch system, which is expected to be sensitive to variations in H-bonds at the carbonyls and to the C(4a) sp3 conformation. This suggests slightly different adduct states at different temperatures, because of the altered structure of the FMN binding site. Surprisingly, the positive-band doublet of phy3LOV2 at room temperature is similar to that of AsLOV2 (1539/1520(−) cm⁻¹) below 250 K (32), suggesting a different adduct conformation in AsLOV2 at 280 K. This finding is consistent with NMR data that show different C(4a) characteristics for AsLOV2 and phy3LOV2 at room temperature (51). In addition, this doublet shows some variability among different LOV domains, and its ratio is even reversed in YtvA, where the 1520(−) cm⁻¹ band is higher in amplitude than the band around 1540(−) cm⁻¹. The exact reason for such differences remains unclear. Temperature-dependent changes in C=N stretch modes are accompanied by the disappearance of negative bands at 1469 cm⁻¹, 1508 cm⁻¹, and 1438 cm⁻¹ and 1353(−)/1301(−) cm⁻¹, assigned mainly to δ (C7-C8)/μ(C7/8-Me) (ring I) and δ (C7-Me) and δ(C7-C8-Me) (rings I and II) and r(N1(C10a=)/μ(C5a-C9aβ)) at room temperature. This suggests that at low temperatures and low hydration
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levels, the formation of the adduct state involves more isoa-lloxazine modes, particularly in rings I and II. The adduct state under such conditions may be strained by a lack of protein dynamics, and adopts a distorted, high-energy electronic configuration.

CONCLUSIONS

The effects of temperature and hydration on the structural dynamics of AsLOV2/Jα were probed, using FTIR spectroscopy. AsLOV2 shows an intense signal in the amide I region, arising mainly from α-helices, accompanied by significant changes in β-sheet modes and high-frequency amide I modes. We interpret the α-helical changes as arising from unbinding of the Jα helix from the PAS core and its subsequent partial unfolding (19), and denote this state S390-III. Importantly, these structural changes only occur under conditions of full hydration and at temperatures of 280 K and higher. Thus, water in its liquid state is required for full motion of the Jα helix. We characterize a newly isolated low-hydration intermediate, denoted S390-I2, which shows a downshift of the amide I band at 1676–1658 cm\(^{-1}\), without complete Jα unfolding. In addition, we report a heterogeneity in AsLOV2/Jα involving two different C(4)=O conformer populations, characterized by carbonyl frequencies at 1712 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1694 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively. The two conformers are assigned to singly and doubly H-bonded FMN C(4)=O, respectively. These two H-bonding conditions at C(4)=O shift the UV-V absorption spectrum of AsLOV2/Jα, resulting in a structured absorption band at 475 nm at room temperature, and a splitting of this band at low temperatures.
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